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O R D E R 

Per G Manjunatha, AM : 

 This appeal filed by the revenue is directed against order of the CIT(A)-2, 

Mumbai dated 25-07-2016 and it pertains to y 2011-12.  The revenue has 

raised following grounds of appeal:- 

“i        "On the facts and in the circumstances of the case and in law, the Ld. CIT(A) erred 
in deleting the addition of Rs.11,17,69,752/-made u/s.69S/40A(3)/40A(3A)/40(aJ(ia)of the 
IT Act without appreciating the fact that assessee itself is a hawala dealer and failed to 
account for all the material facts related to its business dealings. The AO rightly rejected 
the books of accounts u/s 145(3) of the IT. Act & disallowed the claim of the assessee for 
purchases/expenses amounting to Rs. 11,17,69,752/- being uproved & unexplained 
expenditure within the meaning of the provision of section 69C of the IT. Act." 
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2. The brief facts of the case are that the assessee company has filed its 

return of income for AY 2011-12 on 30-09-2011 declaring total income at 

Rs.15,06,099.  The case was selected for scrutiny and notices u/s 143(2) and 

142(1) of the Act, were issued.  The assessee neither appeared before the AO 

nor furnished any details inspite of various notices issued calling for certain 

details.  During the course of assessment proceedings, the AO observed that 

the assessee is a dormant company and no records were available regarding 

filing of balance-sheet, profit & loss account, annual report, etc.  In view of the 

non compliance  to notice issued u/s 142(1), summons u/s 131 of the Act, were 

issued to Shri Pravin Tarachand Agarwal, director of the company.  Even in 

response to summons, the assessee neither appeared nor filed any details.  

The AO further observed that as per AIR details, it was seen that the assessee 

company has received income of Rs.11,39,70,954 from M/s Arshiya 

International Ltd on which TDS was deducted u/s 194C of the Income-tax Act, 

1961.  Thereafter, notices u/s 133(6) were issued to M/s Arshiya International 

Ltd asking them to produce certified copy of detailed datewise transaction 

ledger for the period 01-04-2010 to upto the date of assessment.  In response 

to notice, M/s Arshiya International Ltd has submitted only ledger account for 

the period 01-04-2010 to 31-03-2011, copies of bank statement and 
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acknowledgement copy of return filed for AY 2011-12.  However, other details 

called for including the invoices / bills was not furnished.  The AO further 

observed that on verification of information received u/s 133(6) of the Act 

from M/s Arshiya International Ltd it was seen from the bank statement of Axis 

Bank Ltd that there were payments made to the assessee by M/s Arshiya 

International Ltd.  In order to verify the details of transactions, notice u/s 

133(6) was issued to Axis Bank Ltd, for which the bank has filed  complete 

details of transactions.  The AO also issued notices to YES Bank Ltd calling for 

various details for which YES Bank Ltd has furnished necessary details.  From 

the information collected from banks, the AO noticed that fund has been 

transferred from M/s Arshiya International Ltd’s bank account to assessee’s 

bank accounts from where cheques were issaued to various companies.  The 

AO further observed that the assessee company’s name was appearing in the 

website of sales-tax department in the list of suspicious dealers, who issued 

bogus bills without delivery of goods.  Hence, notice u/s 133(6) was served on 

the sales-tax authorities.  In response to notices, the sales-tax authorities have 

filed necessary details sought by the AO including copies of deposition 

statement dated 27-02-2008 by Shri Pravin Tarachand Agarwal.  On the basis 

of information received from various parties, the AO came to the conclusion 

that the assessee was indulging in providing accommodation entries to M/s 
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Arshiya International Ltd without any actual business activity.  The AO further 

observed that since the assessee failed to file necessary details about those 

business transactions, came to the conclusion that the purchases claim to have 

made from various parties against bills issued to M/s Arshiya International Ltd 

is unexplained expenditure u/s 69C and accordingly made disallowance of total 

purchases  amounting to Rs.11,17,69,752 u/s 69C of the Act and also u/s 

40(A)(3) and 40(A)(3A) of the Income-tax Act, 1961.  The AO also disallowed 

the said amount u/s 40(a)(ia) of the Income-tax Act, 1961 for failure to deduct 

tax u/s 194C of the Act.   

3. Aggrieved by the assessment order, the assessee preferred appeal 

before the CIT(A).  Before the CIT(A), the assessee has filed certain additional 

evidences to justify its business transactions.  In order to give an opportunity 

to the AO, the written submissions alongwith additional evidence filed by the 

assessee has been forwarded to the AO, for his remand report.  The AO, in his 

remand report, opposed admission of additional evidence on the ground that 

sufficient opportunity has been provided to the assessee to furnish necessary 

details, but the assessee neither utilised the opportunity provided to justify its 

case nor filed any details.  Therefore, there is no reason to give one more 

opportunity to the assessee and accordingly requested the appellate authority 

to decide the appeal on merit.  The Ld. CIT(A), after considering relevant 
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submissions of the assessee and also considering the statement recorded from 

the director of the company, came to the conclusion that the assessee was 

indulging in providing accommodation entries to various persons on which it 

has charged commission ranging from 1 to 1.5% and this fact has been 

confirmed by the AO in his assessment order, where he stated that the 

assessee was providing accommodation entries and not actually delivering 

goods.  The Ld.CIT(A) further observed that in the written submission, the 

assessee company has admitted that apart from M/s Arshiya International Ltd, 

it has issued bogus bills against cheque discounting to 47 other companies.  

Therefore, the Ld.CIT(A) came to the conclusion that once the assessee has 

proved itself to be accommodation entry provider, there is no reason to make 

addition towards total purchases u/s 69C / 40A(3) of the Act.  Accordingly, the 

AO was directed to delete addition made towards total purchases.  However, 

the Ld.CIT(A) further observed that since the assessee itself has admitted that 

it is involved in providing cheque discounting business with 47 companies 

alongwith M/s Arshiya International Ltd, directed the AO to verify whether any 

such commission is offered by the assessee from other 47 companies.  Insofar 

as disallowance of expenditure, the Ld.CIT(A) observed that the assessee has 

claimed  total expenditure of Rs.6,95,103, but the AO has disallowed total 

expenditure.  It is an admitted fact that without expenditure, no business could 
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be carried out.  Therefore, considering the nature of income, the Ld.CIT(A) 

allowed 25% of gross commission income earned by the assessee as 

expenditure incurred in relation to such commission income and the balance 

disallowance made by the AO has been upheld.  Aggrieved by the order of 

Ld.CIT(A), the revenue is in appeal before us. 

4. The Ld.DR submitted that the Ld.CIT(A) was erred in deleting addition 

made by the AO towards unexplained expenditure towards purchases u/s 69C 

of the Act without appreciating the fact that the enquiries conducted during 

the course of assessment clearly proves the fact that the assessee is indulging 

in providing accommodation entries to M/s Arshiya International Ltd and the 

funds received from the said beneficiary has been transferred to various 

companies.  The Ld.AO further submitted that although the AO has brought 

out various facts to come to the conclusion that the assessee has failed to 

explain purchases with necessary materials, the Ld.CIT(A) has deleted addition 

without discussing the issues on merits for the simple reason that the  assessee 

has admitted itself that it is involved in providing accommodation entries for 

earning commission income.  The Ld.DR further submitted that when the 

assessee has failed to file any kind of evidence to prove expenditure, there is 

no reason to allow expenditure on adhoc basis. 
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5. The Ld.AR, on the other hand, strongly supporting the order of the 

Ld.CIT(A) submitted that it is an admitted fact that the assessee is an 

accommodation entry provider involved in providing entries to various entities 

against commission income which varies from 1 to 1.5%.  This fact has been 

confirmed from the statement recorded during sales-tax investigation where 

the assessee has categorically admitted that it was charging commission 

ranging from 1 to 1.5%.  The assessee has declared comm ssion income earned 

from the transactions which is more or less equivalent to the commission 

charged on bogus entries provided to various parties.  Further, the assessee 

has claimed various routine business expenditure which are very much 

necessary to carry out day to day operations.  The Ld.CIT(A), after considering 

total facts has come to the conclusion that there is no merit in the finding of 

the AO for making addition towards total purchases and also not allowing 

expenditure.  Accordingly, he has deleted addition made by the AO towards 

unexplained expenditure and allowed adhoc expenditure of 25% on total 

commission income.  Therefore, the order of the Ld.CIT(A) should be upheld. 

6. We have heard both the parties, perused material available on record 

and gone through the orders of authorities below.  It is an admitted fact that 

the assessee never appeared before the AO despite various notices issued 

calling for necessary details.  It is also an admitted fact that the AO has 
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gathered various information from all the corners including banks and the 

beneficiaries of accommodation entries issued by the assessee, in order to 

ascertain true character of transactions recorded in assessee’s books of 

account.  The investigation carried out during the course of assessment 

proceedings coupled with information available in sales-tax website 

categorically proves that the assessee is involved in providing accommodation 

entries for a commission ranging from 1 to 1.5%.  The AO has made addition 

towards total purchases when the assessee has not produced details including 

primary evidences like purchase bills to justify purchases.  The AO has made 

addition towards whole purchases as unexplained expenditure u/s 69C of the 

Act.  When the matter tranvelled to first appellate authority, the assessee has 

admitted that it is involved in providing accommodation entries to various 

parties including M/s Arshiya International Ltd.  Although the Ld.CIT(A) has 

taken note of the fact that the assessee was involved in providing 

accommodation entries to 47 parties, but while arriving at final conclusion to 

delete addition made by the AO towards disallowance of total purchases, 

directed the AO to delete addition without recording any reasons as to how 

the profit declared by the assessee is matched with the commission charged 

on accommodation entries.  We further notice that the assessee, before the 

AO, never filed any documents.  The Ld.CIT(A), without appreciating this fact, 
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has accepted the arguments of the assessee that it earns only 1 to 1.5% 

commission on bogus bills, without further verifying the facts gathered by the 

AO during the course of assessment proceedings in the light of assessee’s 

written submission that it has provided similar accommodation entries to 

another 47 entities.  Similarly, insofar as disallowance of expenditure, the 

Ld.CIT(A) has allowed 25% adhoc deduction towards expenses on gross 

commission income without narrating how the assessee has proved 

expenditure debited to the P&L Account with necessary evidences.  Although 

there is merit in the findings of the Ld. CIT(A) that no income could be earned 

without expenditure, but it is for the assessee to prove expenditure debited to 

the P&L Account with necessary evidence and also to prove that such 

expenditure has been in ur ed wholly and exclusively for the purpose of 

business.   We, therefore  are of the opinion that the findings of the Ld.CIT(A) 

are not supported by any evidence and are contrary to assessee’s own 

admission. 

7. Insofar as case laws relied upon by the assessee is concerned, those case 

laws are rendered under different set of facts and hence, cannot be applied to 

the facts of the present case.  Accordingly, case laws relied upon by the 

assessee are not considered. 
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8. In this view of the matter and considering the totality of facts and 

circumstances of this case, we are of the considered view that the issue needs 

to go back to the AO for further verification in the light of the fact that the 

assessee is involved in providing similar accommodation entries to another 47 

entities for the purpose of ascertaining the true and correct nature of 

transactions carried out by the assessee.  Hence, we set aside the issue to the 

file of the AO and direct him to redo the assessment after affording reasonable 

opportunity of hearing to the assessee. 

9. In the result, appeal filed by the revenue is treated as allowed, for 

statistical purpose. 

Order pronounced in the open court on   13-02-2019. 

   Sd/-      sd/- 

(C.N. Prasad  (G Manjunatha) 

JUDICIAL MEMBER ACCOUNTANT MEMBER 

         

Mumbai, Dt :    13
th

 February, 2019 

Pk/- 

Copy to : 

1. Appellant 

2. Respondent 

3. CIT(A) 

4. CIT 

5. DR 

/True copy/        By order 

 

       Asstt. Registrar, ITAT, Mumbai 
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